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Abstract   High-speed, high-resolution connectomics enables unambiguous map-
ping of synapses, gap junctions, adherens junctions and other forms of adjacency 
among neurons in complex neural systems such as brain and retina. This chapter 
reviews the motivations for generating complete network architectures; the tech-
nologies available for large scale network acquisition, visualization and analysis; 
the fusion of molecular markers with high-resolution ultrastructure; new networks 
and organelles discovered by ultrastructural connectomics; and new technological 
advances needed to expand the applications of connectomics. 
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High-Resolution Synaptic Connectomics 

1 Motivations for Ultrastructural Connectomics 

A connectome is the complete set of cellular partners and connections for a neural 
region. It can be executed on the mesoscale (spatial resolution of magnetic reso-
nance imaging or even conventional optical imaging) to map fiber networks or on 
the nanoscale (spatial resolution of electron imaging) to map synaptic networks. 
This review addresses our experience with high-resolution synaptic connectomics 
based on automated transmission electron microscope (ATEM) imaging. 

The notion of using computational methods to accelerate ultrastructural anal-
ysis is at least three decades old (Stevens et al. 1980). Even so, computational im-
aging for electron microscopy did not become a mainstream strategy until recent-
ly. There were three reasons for this: slow acquisition speed, expensive storage 
and weak analytical scale. Film-based imaging followed by high performance dig-
itization (Hueser 2000) or even early digital camera acquisition followed by anal-
ysis was so slow that it had no competitive advantage. Second, data storage at the 
resolution required for synaptic identification and quantification was prohibitively 
expensive, especially for NIH-funded investigators. The third reason is less obvi-
ous: No formal rationale existed to motivate large scale acquisitions. 

These problems were addressed in unrelated ways. The physical acquisition 
problem was solved by (1) ablation sectioning and surface imaging using second-
ary electron imaging; and (2) true sectioning with automated primary electron im-
aging. Both create large digital datasets that can be navigated with computational 
tools and analyzed by teams. NIH and NSF initiatives to develop software for ac-
quiring and managing these datasets were critical in making practical image vol-
umes (e.g. Tasdizen et al. 2010; Mastronarde 2005). Further, image pyramid strat-
egies (e.g. Google 2010) played a fundamental role in structuring applications for 
navigating and annotating these large volumes (Anderson et al. 2011a). The stor-
age problem was solved by the hardware market when the price of hard drive stor-
age dropped below 0.10 USD/gigabyte in 2009. 

Previous transmission electron microscope (TEM) reconstructions were case-
driven: explorations of the synaptic connectivity of specific small cells or small 
regions of cell networks. Sampling complete networks was not possible nor did 
appropriate analytical tools exist. No framework for analysis emerged that ad-
dressed neuronal population size and diversity, cell and process patterning, con-
straints of mapping network topologies, or specifying sampling protocols. How 
much data would be necessary for a real query? Nevertheless, the small scale stud-
ies that were accomplished were of exceptional quality and very high resolution 
(e.g. Strettoi et al. 1990; Strettoi et al. 1992). We shall return to this point, because 
many current efforts fall far short of the required resolution for complete connec-
tomics analysis.  

But finally, the analytical motivations for large-scale connectomics evolved in 
parallel with network theories of systems (van den Heuvel and Sporns 2011; 
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Wong et al. 2012). The proper motivation for connectomics is graph theory: the 
analysis of network connection patterns and how signals travel through networks 
(Marc et al. 2013). Formal schemas for exploring network topologies and their 
component motifs (i.e. stereotyped components) can scale to massive levels.  

1.1 Network Topologies and Ground Truth 

A fundamental concept in remote sensing is ground truth. The reliability of any 
remote system of detection and classification (e.g. imaging and tracing processes 
and synapses) is gauged by its performance on ground truth signatures collected 
on-site from a validated target. The reliability of a remote platform such a TEM or 
scanning electron microscope (SEM) and associated algorithms in locating similar 
targets requires statistical definition. For biological neural networks, there is some 
debate about the nature of ground truth. We have made the argument that ground 
truth datasets for testing imaging and algorithms ought to come from neural 
transmission electron microscope (TEM) samples with Nyquist-compliant resolu-
tions (Marc et al. 2013): images with resolutions superior to the structures being 
resolved. For synapses, gap junctions, adherens junctions, endocytosis sites, and 
discovery of new cell contact features, that means at least 2 nm pixel size (Ander-
son et al., 2011b). Previous reviews specify a 10 nm scale for connectivity analy-
sis (Kleinfeld et al. 2011), but that is incorrect as we show below. Once sufficient 
numbers of connection motifs are sampled (Anderson et al. 2011a), it becomes 
possible to test biological variations in those motifs in development and disease. A 
weaker concept is the gold standard, which is the best reference that can be 
achieved under certain limitations. Arguably, once 2 nm datasets exist with appro-
priate instances of 0.25 nm validation (Anderson et al. 2011a; Jagadeesh et al. 
2013), lower resolution gold standard sets are of limited value. 

1.2 Graph Theory and Networks 

Graph theory provides a framework for discovering, describing, and analyzing 
networks of all types, including neural networks (Diestel 2005; Bollobás 1998). 
Neurons that integrate signals from other cells are graph vertices and the individu-
al connections they form via synapses, gap junctions or other spatially discrete 
signaling modalities are graph edges (Marc et al. 2013). While classical approach-
es treat networks as electrical circuits, they are not loop circuits at all, but rather 
flow systems. Indeed, the father of classical circuitry analysis, Gustav Kirchoff, 
also developed many critical aspects of network graph theory for analyzing flow. 
More importantly, graph theory allows robust descriptions of large scale network 
organization. With high neuronal diversity and both dense and sparse components, 
it appears that biological systems-level networks like retina and brain (Perin et al. 
2013) are small-world networks (Barthelemy and Amaral 1999; Barmpoutis and 
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Murray 2010). Such networks contain essential features of local-scale disordered 
Watts-Strogaz networks (1998), but in other cases show evidence of highly con-
nected hubs, e.g. retinal AII amacrine cells (Anderson et al., 2011b). Hubs are 
characteristic of random systems like the World-Wide-Web (Barabási and Albert 
1999), but the connectivity of retinal hubs is definitely not random. The problem 
of uncovering these topologies in detail falls under the field of graph enumeration, 
but the implication of high diversity was anticipated by Barmpoutis and Murray 
(2010) who note that in determining the range of short distance / large clustering 
graph distributions, that there are many graphs with short ranges but less than 
maximal clustering. Since there is no known evolutionary selector for maximal 
network clustering, this means that local network topologies cannot be inferred. 

Fig. 1  Key network enumeration relations il-
lustrated for a simple 3-vertex cluster con-
nected in undirected (Un left), mixed (Dn 
center, directed and undirected), and reen-
trant (Rn right) configurations, where n is the 
number of vertices (cells).   

1.3 Network Enumeration 

A major contribution made by graph theory to connectomics is a concrete defini-
tion of network diversity. In connectomics, we equate cells with graph vertices 
and their functional connections (synapses and gap junctions) with graph edges. 
Graph enumeration theory describes the possible network forms of any given sys-
tem (Harary and Palmer 1973). Figure 1 illustrates three relations for network di-
versity using a simple three-vertex example. A simple undirected network (a net-
work with bidirectional edges) with three nodes admits eight different network 
connections. With mixed (directed + undirected) connections, D8 = 64 configura-
tions and allowing each node to possess re-entrant directed connections expands 
the topology space to 512 options. And this does not consider connection weight 
diversity. No physiological or modeling effort has proven capable of resolving 
even this limited diversity. In the face of real biological complexity, the challenge 
is beyond resolution by any inverse solution approach. In the vertebrate retina, 
with ≈ 70 cell classes (Marc 2010), D70 = 9 × 101473 In the primate brain, based on 
known neuronal diversity and the estimated over 250 distinct brain regions, 200 of 
which are cortical (Van Essen et al. 2011), we can estimate that at least 1000 clas-
ses of neurons exist. So for brain, D1000  = 9 × 10300728 (Marc et al. 2012). How big 
is this number? The estimated number of atoms in the observable universe is 1080 
and the time since the Big Bang is 4.3 × 1017  seconds (Bennett et al. 2013). Thus 
even a universal computer running since the beginning of time could not parse a 
brain. This has distinct implications for each branch of neuroscience. Physiologi-
cal mapping, even with multielectrode or optogenetics approaches (Deisseroth 
2011), cannot uniquely specify correct topologies because system transfer func-
tions do not uniquely map onto network topologies. This is a fundamental limita-

mixed re-entrantundirected

U  = 83 D  = 643 R  = 5123

U  = 2n
(n(n-1))/2 D  = 2n

n(n-1) R  = 2  Dn
n
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tion of all inverse solution approaches (Aster et al. 2005). For computing, and es-
pecially large-scale modeling (Hendrickson et al. 2012; Hay et al. 2011), sorting 
topologies is computationally intractable: it is the clique discovery problem, one 
of the best-known NP-complete problems (Karp 1972). Even simplifying concepts 
such as the common neighbor rule (Perin et al. 2013) do not ease the topology dis-
covery problem. Previous modeling efforts in simple invertebrate networks (Prinz 
et al. 2004) have been argued as evidence that morphologic topology may be nei-
ther stable nor definitive, and that different individual network weights in each 
different animal may lead to similar network performance. In this view, connec-
tomics is not a viable effort. Morgan and Lichtman (2013) give a strong defense of 
connectomics on this point, but it can be further argued that the high diversity of 
modeling solutions obtained by Prinz et al. (Prinz et al. 2004) means that network 
topology and synaptic weights must both be demonstrably constrained to develop 
a functioning system of repeating units known to underlie vertebrate brain and ret-
inal organization (Marc et al. 2013). Ultimately, due to the massive diversity of 
neuronal classes, classical TEM sampling has been unable to completely specify 
any outflow module in the retina, much less any other complex brain region. 
However, discrete, complete topologies can be discovered by connectomics.  

2 Technologies 

2.1  Biological Motivations for High Resolution Ultrastructure 

Complete connectomics requires being able to trace all neurogliovascular associa-
tions of brain and retina, not simply detecting the easiest or most common motifs. 
Among sets of neurons this is includes connection types and non-connections. The 
occurrence of a connection between a pair of cells (an edge between vertices) is a 
nominal proof of its typological existence, and its expected density can be com-
puted from spatial dimensions of the chosen canonical field. Evidence of a non-
connection, however, is statistical, as one can only assert the absence of a connec-
tion over a sampled field, compared to realized connections. There are two types 
of non-connections: those arising from (1) spatial separation where two kinds of 
cells never touch and, more importantly, (2) touches: contacts that form no con-
nections despite opportunity. The latter implies deterministic rather than strictly 
probabilistic events in network assembly. There are five types of cell adjacency: 
touches, adherens, synapses + adherens, gap junctions + adherens, and synapses + 
gap junctions + adherens. Synapses and gap junctions never appear without near-
by adherens complexes (Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2. Cell associations imaged with high-resolution ATEM. A. A complex synapse involving 
excitatory ribbon drive from a glutamatergic bipolar cell (CBb4 5601) targeting a ganglion cell 
(GC 606) and a GABAergic amacrine cell (IAC 9769), and direct gap junction coupling between 
cells 606 and 9769. The insert marks a presynaptic ribbon (R) 197 nm long, a postsynaptic densi-
ty (P) in ganglion cell 606 (103 nm) and amacrine cell 9769, the gap junction (bracket by arrow-
heads) between cells 606 and 9769, and a focal adherens junction (aa). B. The inset region re-
imaged by goniometric tilt TEM with a resolution of 0.25 nm/pixel and a tilt of 5° from planar. 
C. The primary image captured by ATEM with a resolution of 2.18 nm/pixel. D. A simulated 10 
nm/pixel resolution capture using a boxcar blur. E. A simulated 16 nm/pixel resolution capture 
using a boxcar blur. The length and nominal position of scan paths used to profile the synaptic 
ribbon and gap junction are shown as lines. F. A giant conventional form inhibitory synapse be-
tween an OFF cone pathway GABAergic amacrine cell (γAC) 13488 and a rod pathway AI AC 
4943. G. Three gap junctions between three different AII ACs ( 476, 514, 3679) bracketed by 2-
cell (aa) and 3-cell (aaa) adherens complexes. All data from the open-access RC1 connectome. 

The task of completely specifying the network associations of a cell depends 
on the reliability of discriminating contact types in a full 3D setting, which in-
cludes both ideal transverse and non-ideal oblique sections through synapses, gap 
junctions, adherens junctions and other para-membrane specializations. Bluntly, 
scanning electron microscope (SEM) imaging has never been competitive with 
TEM imaging for connectivity analysis. Indeed, after a half-century of technical 
development, SEM still cannot provide the resolution of even the earliest TEM  
studies for synaptic analysis (Cohen 1965), and has never been the platform of 
choice. The question at hand is whether connectivity analysis by new SEM imag-
ing is as reliable or complete as ATEM analysis. Part of the argument for SEM 
imaging is that it may visualize synapses adequately, even if not optimally. 

While some presynaptic and postsynaptic features are supraoptical (>200 nm), 
most are not. Figure 2 shows a complex glutamate synapse in rabbit retina be-
tween an ON cone bipolar cell and two targets at a classical bipolar cell dyad. 
While the presynaptic ribbon is just at the limit of optical resolution, the postsyn-
aptic densities (PSDs) of the ganglion and amacrine cell targets are both far small-
er, on the order of 100 nm. Similarly, the entire gap junction is suboptical.  
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Fig. 3 Pixel density scans of a gap 
junction and synaptic ribbon shown 
in Fig. 2 at varying resolutions in 
nm/pixel: 0.25 (black), 2.18 (dot-
ted), 10 (red), 16 (grey). Imaging at 
0.25 nm reveals the characteristic 
profiles of both structures. Resolu-
tions used for connectomics lose de-
tails but 2 nm resolution retains 
enough high-frequency components 
to distinguish them.  

Definitive gap junction mapping requires picoscale imaging (Fig. 3). The spot 
adherens (Fig. 2A) is less than 30 nm in extent. This is non-trivial, as adherens 
junctions likely mediate protein delivery to and turnover of gap junctions (Lynn et 
al. 2012; Li et al. 2008) and synaptic junctions (Mizoguchi et al. 2002; Benson 
and Huntley 2012; Ogita et al. 2010). Identifying contacts of these dimensions re-
quires ground truth quality imagery, not 10-16 nm scale imaging typical of SEM 
data. Figures 2A-E show the progressive degradation in image quality associated 
with 2 nm ATEM imaging (Fig. 2C), nominal 10 nm imaging (e.g. Kleinfeld et al. 
2011) and 16 nm imaging characteristic of much published serial bloc-face (SBF) 
SEM imaging. Indeed the degradation at 16 nm is so marked that no validated gap 
junctions or bipolar cell synapses have yet been illustrated as part of any SBF 
connectomics analysis (Briggman and Denk 2006; Briggman et al. 2011; Helm-
staedter et al. 2013). In contrast, 2 nm resolution ATEM easily detects all synapses 
and gap junctions, as well as validating non-contacts (Marc et al. 2013; Lauritzen 
et al. 2012; Marc et al. 2012; Anderson et al. 2009). The quality of these images is 
compared by density scans of critical features such as ribbons and gap junctions 
(Fig. 3), both of which are easily confused with PSDs and adherens junctions in 
automated detection systems, but are readily marked correctly by human annota-
tors. Importantly, the severe blurring of gap junctions, synaptic ribbons and PSDs 
at SBF scales makes these structures effectively indistinguishable. While the abil-
ity of ATEM to track these small contacts is critical to complete analysis, so too is 
ongoing validation by re-imaging at ground truth level. We have found that selec-
tive homocellular gap junctions coupling cone bipolar cells into class-specific 
sheets (Lauritzen et al. 2013) are extremely small (60-90 nm), formed by small 
processes of similar diameter. Validating these and similar contacts requires a 
ground truth resolution of smaller than half the size of the smallest structure that 
serves as a discriminator. In this case the discriminant would be the gap between 
the outer leaflets of the coupled membranes. In retinal gap junctions, especially 
those involving amacrine cells, the feature would be the 1.8 nm gap (Marc et al. 
1988). If we model that gap as a three segment trapezoid profile, each segment 
would have to be 0.6 nm and the sampling rate would need to be 0.3 nm/pixel, 
which is why we have chosen 0.25 nm as our ground truth resolution. We have 
discovered that, even with 2 nm ATEM resolution, gap junctions of less than 90 
nm in planar extent and oblique tilt of ≥ 45° cannot be discriminated from similar 
sized adherens junctions. Indeed our success rate is exactly 50%. Thus, as these 
specific contacts are identified, it is essential that many be validated by re-imaging 

gap junction profile ribbon profile

normalized
density
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at ground truth resolution. So far, only ATEM methods have proven capable of re-
imaging ultrastructural features (Anderson et al. 2011b). 

2.2 Samples, Ablation Sectioning, True sectioning and Imaging 

 Conventional fixation with mixed aldehydes, osmium en bloc staining and op-
tional en bloc uranyl acetate for electron imaging is optimal for ATEM. We use a 
Karnovsky’s variant with light osmication. We do not use ferrocyanide staining as 
iron atoms cannot be removed for post-embedding immunocytochemistry, which 
is one of our major tools. In contrast, SEM methods require substantial enhance-
ment of membranes for tracking and synapse identification and use of osmium-
thiocarbohydrazide-osmium and ferrocyanide is common. Since these metalliza-
tion approaches cannot be reversed, SBF / FIB imaging is incompatible with mo-
lecular markers. 
 There are three sectioning technologies under exploration. Ablation methods 
use physical sectioning with an automated microtome, such as in vacuo SBF sec-
tioning (Briggman and Denk, 2006; Denk and Horstmann, 2004) or surface abla-
tion via in vacuo field ion beam (FIB) milling (Knott et al. 2008; Morales et al. 
2013), followed by scanning electron microscope (SEM) or scanning TEM 
(STEM) imaging of secondary electrons (surface-backscattered electrons). Abla-
tion techniques require very thin sectioning steps (Boergens and Denk 2013) as 
secondary electrons are surface reflections of the sample and do not penetrate 
deeply. This surface imaging approach leads to excellent binarization of mem-
brane images for tracing, but is quite sensitive to skips in data. It also limits reso-
lution because electron beams can only be reduced to nanometer scale widths, and 
acquisition times can be quite long for large sample fields. Ablation methods are 
also incompatible with en bloc molecular markers for proteins and small mole-
cules, so far. However, these are superb methods for wide-field connectomics: get-
ting the broad-brush view of connectivity which high-resolution connectomics can 
then refine.  

Manual ultramicrotomy using existing platforms remains a reasonable alter-
native to specialized ablation systems (Bourne and Harris 2011; Anderson et al. 
2009). Microtomists can produce hundreds to thousands of serial sections with 
minor errors and much less time than required for TEM acquisition. Sections are 
placed on monomolecular films, followed by conventional metal staining and 
ATEM (Anderson et al. 2011b; Anderson et al. 2009). Primary electron projection 
images of sections 50-70 nm thick can be used as 2D pages in a 3D volume, or as-
sembled as true 3D datasets. Because the data are projection images, they can be 
further refined by goniometric re-imaging. In addition, intercalated thin sections 
are placed on slides for computational molecular phenotyping every 20-30 TEM 
sections, permitting the insertion of molecular data into the connectome (Fig. 4). 
Finally robotic sectioning onto Kapton® films (Kleinfeld et al., 2011) is a new but 
not readily usable option. Hopefully that technology will advance to the point of 
enabling more efficient use of existing TEMs by using electron-transparent films. 
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Fig. 4 Workflow for building connectomics volumes. Samples containing a canonical field are 
fixed for TEM, embedded and serially sectioned onto TEM grids with intercalated CMP sections 
placed on array slides. Fields are imaged at synaptic resolution and captured using SerialEM au-
tomation. Slides are probed for an array of small molecules that give complete cellular coverage 
and high levels of classification. About 1000 TEM image tiles are mosaicked into single image 
slices and slices registered into aligned volumes that can be visualized in the Viking navigation 
and annotation environment. 

2.3 Molecular markers and Classification 

 The synaptic resolution of electron optical imaging comes at a significant price: 
the restricted ability to use typical macromolecular molecular markers to classify 
cells. Neuronal classification has been based on Golgi impregnation or dye mark-
ing of cells, and more recently, by expression of genetic markers. All these ap-
proaches led to consistent estimates of cell diversity in the retina (MacNeil et al. 
2004; Rockhill et al. 2002; MacNeil et al. 1999). Morphologic features have not 
proven useful for extending these classifications (e.g. cell diameters, Scholl rings, 
fractal analysis of dendritic arbors). An alternative approach, computational mo-
lecular phenotyping (CMP) developed by Marc et al. (Marc and Jones 2002; Marc 
and Cameron 2001; Marc et al. 1998; Kalloniatis et al. 1996; Marc et al. 1995) al-
lows fusions of structural and molecular profiling using pattern recognition yield-
ing neuron classification equivalent to prior anatomic studies. Based on formal 
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theories of unsupervised multidimensional classification derived in remote sensing 
(Cover and Hart 1967; MacQueen 1967) and clustering algorithms such as the K-
means and isodata methods, CMP led to robust classifications, but achieved them 
in single retinas instead of hundreds (Marc and Jones 2002; Marc and Cameron 
2001; Marc et al. 1998; Kalloniatis et al. 1996; Marc et al. 1995). CMP is compat-
ible with ATEM (Marc and Liu 2000). The superiority of multivariate small mole-
cule signatures over other TEM visualization methods also comes from its cover-
age. While there are over 60-70 classes of cells in mammalian retina (neurons, 
glia, microglia, vascular cells), and some are identifiable with antibodies targeting 
macromolecules, most are not TEM-compliant and such univariate markers have 
very narrow coverage. Even with a theoretical experiment involving 8 macromo-
lecular tags, far less than 10% fraction of any neural system is classified. Con-
versely, small molecule tags like glutamic acid embedded in a CMP schema quan-
titatively discriminate many classes of cells (Marc and Jones 2002; Marc and 
Cameron 2001; Marc et al. 1998; Kalloniatis et al. 1996; Marc et al. 1995; Marc et 
al. 1990; Chua et al. 2013). CMP places multiple signals in every cell in a TEM 
dataset, so that even if a biologically ultimate class cannot be extracted for each, at 
least a very well defined superclass cohort can be specified.  

2.4 Computational TEM: Fast High-Resolution Acquisition 

Each slice of a connectome volume is composed of >1000 image tiles and can 
contain 100s to 1000s of slices (Fig. 4,5). This means that capture needs to be high 
speed and automated. For our version of ATEM, individual grids are loaded man-
ually into a goniometric holder and imaged at ≈ 5000x magnification in a grid pat-
tern with roughly 12% edge overlap using a JEOL JEM 1400 TEM and a Gatan 
Ultrascan phosphorimaging camera (Anderson et al. 2011b; Tasdizen et al. 2010; 
Anderson et al. 2010; Anderson et al. 2009). In the rabbit retinal connectome RC1 
(Anderson et al., 2011b) each image slice (the digital transform of a physical sec-
tion) contains a canonical field 0.243 mm diameter and, at a resolution of 2.18 
nm/pixel, and requires 950-1100 individual images. Stage motion, focus and im-
age capture are achieved by SerialEM, developed by David Mastronarde at the 
University of Colorado, Boulder (Mastronarde 2005). Modifications to SerialEM 
also allow sections to be pre-heated in a wide beam for film stabilization and 
complex patterns of image acquisition. 
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Fig. 5 Workflow elements for analyzing high-resolution connectomics volumes. Volumes 
are navigated at any desired resolution and annotated using the Viking navigator and annotation 
client. Individual synaptic fields can be rendered for image publication within Viking. Viking 
disk annotations contain all the information necessary to build accurate 3D cell volumes and vis-
ualize complete networks. Vikingplot is a MatLab® application that queries the SQL database to 
provide 3D rendering of individual cells or even all cells in the volume as individual images, ste-
reo images or fly-through movies. Network Viz is a graphing client that visualizes adjacency ma-
trices of connected cells in a volume and allows queries of Viking.  

2.5 Image Volume Visualization and Annotation 

Conventional imaging tools are incapable of visualizing datasets as large as a con-
nectome, much less navigating them in a structured way. New tools are required 
(Fiala 2005; Jeong et al. 2010; Anderson et al. 2011a; Helmstaedter et al. 2008). 
By using image pyramid sets (Mikula et al. 2007; Anderson et al. 2011a), web-
applications can readily view, transform and annotate connectomes. Anderson and 
colleagues (2011a) have developed Viking to address these needs. Viking has a 
three-tiered architecture in which tier 3 viewer and analysis clients use HTTP to 
communicate with Tier 2 image and WSDL-compliant web servers which in turn 
query the Tier 1 image library and populate annotations in a Tier-1 SQL database 
(Fig. 6). Viking operates by HTTP and supports concurrent multi-user, collabora-
tive annotation. By demarcating viewing and analysis from data collection and 
hosting this architecture allows independent tier specialization. Most importantly, 
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it is capable of applying image transformations in real-time for high-speed visuali-
zation. Human operators use disc-based annotation, centering an appropriately 
sized disc in every neural profile which Viking links into a network of graphs 
(Fig. 5,6), 3D navigational skeletons, databases and 3D renderings in multiple 
formats at 2 nm or better resolution. Presynaptic ribbons, patterned densities, vesi-
cle clouds, postsynaptic densities, gap junctions, adherens junctions are all charac-
terized by their connectome physical locations, dimensions and parent structures, 
allowing the assembly of formal adjacency matrices. 

 
 Fig. 6 Overview of the integrated image transform-Viking functions. Viking is a scalable anno-
tation environment, based on a three-tier architecture. Tier 1 processes the TEM image data and 
maintains the SQL database maintenance in a secure environment isolated from the Internet. Tier 
2 servers form the web services definition language (WSDL) interface whereby transfers images, 
transforms, and annotations are negotiated between clients and Tier 1. Tier 3 is composed of our 
Viking viewing/annotation client and Viz analytics tools. Method calls between layers are state-
less and the tiered architecture permits independent tier modification. From Anderson et al. 
(2011a) by permission of the authors.  

2.6 Analysis: Automated vs Authenticated Synapse Tracing  

Retinal connectome RC1 is a connectome in an advanced state of annotation with 
≈ 900,000 embedded annotations. RC1 is an open-data resource. The entire vol-
ume, all of its imagery and all of its annotations are publicly available (Anderson 
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Top-tier processing of the original data and database maintenance are performed on-site and need not be placed on the internet. Images, transforms, and
a web services definition language (WSDL) interface form the middle tier to which a variety of client applications can be targeted. Client software includes
our viewing/annotation client and visualization web site. Method calls between layers are stateless. Tiered designs allow modification of a layer without
changes to the others, so long as the interfaces unchanged. Modular elements can be re-engineered if a new component is needed.

The area and volume to be captured in any study are
scaled by the complexity of the neural elements involved. In
principal, each region of brain has a canonical element that
contains copies of all cell classes required for its fundamental
information processing operations (Anderson et al., 2009).
Similarly, canonical functional elements can be defined for
other continuous domain tissues (liver, kidney). The canonical
element serves as a reference for the completeness of any
sample. In neural systems, the size of a canonical element
varies with brain region and may not even be known for
some areas. In serial section transmission electron microscopy,
the volume element is cut into thin slices (≈70 nm in RC1),

each containing a canonical area subtending the canonical
element. We refer to that area as a canonical image and it
is built from hundreds to thousands of image tiles. When we
refer to a slice below, we really mean the canonical area for
that slice, because the physical tissue section is much larger
than the captured canonical area. Reassembling the volume
from tiles and slices is a major undertaking. Our automatic
solutions involve a series of algorithms implemented in
the NCR Toolset (publicly available at http://sci.utah.
edu/software.html). The NCR Toolset generates two
transformations for each slice. The mosaic transformation
describes where tiles fit inside a slice. The stos transformation
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et al. 2011b; Lauritzen et al. 2012) and any portion of it may be reproduced under 
a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International License. No 
imagery or data from RC1 can be restricted by publication copyright. Even though 
it contains over 300 bipolar cells (BCs), 300 Müller cells (MCs), 39 AII ACs, over 
100 ACs, and 20 ganglion cells (GCs) and includes a full set of small molecule 
markers for classification, it is far from complete. A spectrum of solutions has 
been proposed to complete the annotation set, ranging from automated detection 
schemas (Jagadeesh et al. 2013) to high density crowd sourcing (Helmstaedter et 
al. 2013; Briggman et al. 2011). We were one of the earliest proponents of crowd-
sourcing (Anderson et al. 2009) and have retreated from that position somewhat to 
advocate an executive annotator + team format. One of the major problems of au-
tomated and crowd-sourcing approaches is resolving contact error detection and 
correction. The ease with which both software and novice annotators confuse 
oblique synapses, adherens junctions and gap junctions demands a ready correc-
tion schema. In theory, any automated system must be tested against a ground 
truth dataset (Jagadeesh et al. 2013), but no one has proven that any automated 
system can discriminate these components. We have three practical solutions. 
First, errors in identification create violations of well-known connectivity rules: 
e.g., retinal ganglion cells are always postsynaptic, bipolar cells are never presyn-
aptic to each other, rod bipolar cells form no gap junctions, OFF cone bipolar cells 
form no heterocellular gap junctions (so far), ON bipolar cells are not coupled to 
ganglion cells. Any such aberrant contacts in a network build can be readily 
flagged by database queries for reconciliation by an experienced analyst. Second, 
albeit slower, goniometric re-imaging can validate or reject unusual contacts. 
Third, our annotation training is intense. All new annotators serve an apprentice-
ship directed by a proven low-error annotator. Finally, as the entire volume is 
open-access, any error can be corrected by later annotators. 

 3 Discovery 

A key objective in developing high-resolution connectomics technologies arose 
directly from our own prior work identifying a broad array of complex nested 
amacrine cell networks that have yet to be explained in any retina (Marc and Liu 
2000). Analysis of RC1 has subsequently discovered new motifs and synaptic / 
coupling architectures. Here we present a selection of those discoveries. 
 

3.1  Novel Networks Refactor the Retinal Inner Plexiform Layer 

 In the process of tracing rod-cone pathways, we noted two abundant suboptical 
architectures that changed the expected patterning of signals in the mammalian in-
ner plexiform layer: nanoscale ON bipolar cell axonal synaptic ribbons (Fig. 7) 
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and nanoscale OFF bipolar cells with descending axonal processes. By annotating 
all bipolar cells in RC1 (≈ 300), we defined rod bipolar cells and two superclasses 
of cone bipolar cells: ON (CBb cells), and OFF (CBa). CBa and CBb cells are ful-
ly distinguished by three features: (1) CBa cells terminate primarily in sublayer a 
with fine processes into the upper sublayer b, while CBb cells terminate primarily 
in sublayer b with axonal outputs in sublayer a; (2) CBa cells are both presynaptic 
and postsynaptic to AII amacrine cells, while CBb cells are instead coupled to AII 
amacrine cells by large gap junctions; and (3) CBa cells have a strong primary 
glutamate signature while CBb cells have a mixed glutamate-glycine signature due 
to coupling with glycinergic AII amacrine cells. But complete annotation allows 
further refinement of cone bipolar cells into ultimate classes including 6 OFF 
(CBa1, CBa1w, CBa1-2i, CBa2, CBa2w; CBab2) and 7 ON (CBb3, CBb3-4i, 
CBb4w, CBb4-5i, CBb5w, CBb6w, and CBb7w) cone bipolar cells, where the 
number indicates a progressively more proximal stratification, i denotes an inter-
laced axonal pattern, and w denotes wide field axonal arbors. In the process of this 
complete annotation we found abundant suboptical (<100 nm) synaptic ribbons 
and vesicle assemblies in the axons of CBb cells (Anderson et al. 2011b). Upon 
reconstruction, we showed that these represented a novel ON pathway input to the 
OFF layer of the inner plexiform layer (Lauritzen et al., 2012), verifying the opti-
cal immunocytochemical visualization of synaptic ribbon proteins by Dumitrescu 
et al. (2009) and Hoshi et al. (2009). High-resolution connectomics then enabled a 
complete connectivity analysis. Connectomics of RC1 (Lauritzen et al. 2012) 
showed that: (1) 36% of CBb cells form OFF layer axonal ribbons (Fig. 7, 8); (2) 
all classes of CBb cells contribute to this motif, targeting ON ganglion cells that 
arborize in the OFF sublayer, e.g. intrinsically photosensitive ganglion cells and 
bistratified diving ganglion cells; and (3) specific glycinergic and GABAergic 
amacrine cells engaged in ON → OFF crossover signaling were targeted. These 
data completely revise the notion that amacrine cell and ganglion cell stratification 
patterns alone control access to ON and OFF inputs. More detailed discussion of 
the implications of this motif are available in Marc et al. (2013). No SEM schema 
has detected these motifs.  
 Similarly, the ON sublayer of the inner plexiform layer is not a pure ON signal 
domain. Lauritzen et al. recently discovered that the upper half of the ON layer 
contains significant numbers of ribbon outputs arising from fine descending pro-
cesses of OFF cone BCs, forming a large band of commingled CBa and CBb cell 
inputs in IPL sublayers 3-5. These processes are usually <100 nm in dimeter and 
synaptically target amacrine cells. Once again, these are processes that have been 
missed by lower resolution technologies such as SBF SEM (Helmstaedter et al. 
2013). This branching permits intermixed ON class and OFF class processes to 
target single glycinergic and GABAergic amacrine cells, generating ON-OFF 
functions. These new sets of bipolar cells are termed CBab cells. They are, never-
theless, classical OFF cone BCs as their primary arbors are in the OFF layer; they 
are coupled to other OFF bipolar cells in homocellular arrays; they are presynaptic 
and postsynaptic to AII amacrine cell lobules; and they are glycine-negative. The 
diversity of contacts is as complex as for axonal ribbons. CBab cells provide direct 
ribbon drive to at least one ganglion cell class in the ON layer and synapse onto 
amacrine cells throughout the nominal ON layer of the inner plexiform layer, cre-
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ating ON-OFF amacrine cells that likely drive all ON bipolar cell surrounds. Thus 
CBab cells form specific ON-OFF subnetworks that could not otherwise be con-
structed. These unpredicted network topologies may underly widespread ON-OFF 
signaling in the retina. 
 

 
 
Fig. 7 Axonal ribbons made by ON bipolar cells in RC1. (A) Axonal ribbons (r) at mid-axon 
(blue) from ON cone bipolar cell 180 to AC targets (orange) in the OFF sublayer. Cell 180 splits 
high in the OFF sublayer and makes axonal ribbons immediately after the split. (B) Axonal rib-
bons from ON cone bipolar cell 166 onto two different targets (orange, yellow), one of which 
makes a feedback synapse (arrow). Note the distinctive postsynaptic densities in the targets. 
Scales, 500 nm. γ GABA, E glutamate. Recomposed from Anderson et al. (2011b) by permission 
of the authors. 

These new findings suggest a revision of the traditional view of inner plexi-
form layer organization in the mammalian retina. First, there is no pure OFF layer 
as it is completely patterned with ON inputs from axonal ribbons. Second, the cen-
tral regions of the inner plexiform layer is composed of mixed ON and OFF cone 
bipolar cells whose surrounds are ON-OFF, since they are driven by GABAergic 
and glycinergic amacrine cells that collect inputs from both ON CBb and OFF 
CBab cells. Finally, the “pure” ON zone is restricted to a thin layer of rod bipolar 
cells and wide field ON cone bipolar cells. This refactoring implies that multistrat-
ified amacrine and ganglion cells cannot be assumed to be ON-OFF in polarity, 
and that monostratified amacrine and ganglion cells cannot be assumed to be pure 
OFF or pure ON. Complete connectivity maps must be derived for every cell 
class. 
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Fig. 8 Axonal ribbons. The distribution of 160 axonal 
ribbons in 54 ON cone bipolar cells and 63 of the high-
est ribbons in 63 of 104 rod bipolar cells in connectome 
RC1. Ribbon positions are measured relative to the sub-
layer a/b border, defined as the proximal face of the 
nearest AII AC lobule. ON cone bipolar cell axonal rib-
bons are distributed throughout sublayer a. Rod bipolar 
cell axonal ribbons are excluded from 80% of sublayer 
a. From Lauritzen et al. (2012), by permission. 

3.2 Bipolar Cell Coupling Arrays 

Homocellular coupling between neurons such as 
horizontal cells or AII amacrine cells, and het-
erocellular coupling between ON cone bipolar 
cells and AII amacrine cells (using the notation 
CBb::AII) has long been known (Kolb and 
Famiglietti 1974a; Kolb and Famiglietti 1974b; 
Famiglietti and Kolb 1975; Kolb 1977; Raviola 

and Gilula 1975). These gap junctions are often large and/or abundant. However, 
the neural retina contains numerous classes of highly branched cells such as cone 
bipolar cells, and tracing their processes has heretofore proven challenging. Even 
markers selective for single classes do not allow tracing of suboptical processes, 
nor visualization of suboptical gap junctions (Lee et al. 2011). By tracing every 
class of cone bipolar cell, we discovered extensive axonal coupling within but not 
between CBa and CBb superclasses (Lauritzen et al. 2013). Within each super-
class, both in-class (homocellular, e.g. CBb4w::CBb4w) coupling sheets and 
cross-class (heterocellular, e.g. CBb3::CBb3-4i::CBb4w) coupling tiers exist. 
Cross-class coupling occurs between neighboring CBb pairs because their stratifi-
cations overlap vertically and laterally. As many CBb cells appear to express 
Cx36 (Han and Massey 2005), this may explain in-class and cross-class coupling. 
These networks are sparse: five CBb5w bipolar cells (Fig. 9) coupled at five loci 
represents a cellular volume spanning >39,000 distinct high-resolution images. 
The probability of finding any of these gap junctions randomly by TEM is far less 
than 1 in 10,000 image sessions. Without 3D tracing it is impossible define the 
cell of origin. Only through connectomics can we find biological relationships that 
are sparse, yet pervasive. Further, the largest dimension of the gap junction at one 
locus between cells is ≈ 140 nm, far below the limit of optical imaging. Tiered 
coupling in the ON pathway (e.g. CBb3::CBb4::CBb5) excludes CBa or rod bipo-
lar cells. The physiological implications are yet unclear. It is possible that cone bi-
polar cells use coupling to smooth signaling transitions across classes with differ-
ent dynamic ranges, or smooth inhibition across patches of cells. CBa::CBa 
coupling is also extensive. Coupling may play a role in the development of cone 
bipolar cell terminal tiling.  
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Fig. 9 Homocellular bipolar 
cell coupling. A coupled sheet 
of CBb5w cells viewed in the 
XY plane (the retinal image 
plane). Each color denotes a 
different cell of the same class 
and circles mark points of cou-
pling. VikingPlot rendering of 
data from the open-access con-
nectome RC1. Lauritzen, un-
published. 

 

3.3 Advanced Networks: Rod-Cone Suppression, Nested Feedback 

Inhibitory networks dominate the retina. Over 90% of the mass of the vertebrate 
inner plexiform layer is made of GABAergic neurons. The most common synap-
ses are amacrine cell synapses. The most common motifs are amacrine-to-ama-
crine synapses (Marc and Liu 2000). Yet there are no models that require or ex-
plain this attribute. By mining the complete connectivities of certain cells, we have 
been able to extract key architectures such as decision networks. We have also 
been able to define participants in serial amacrine cell motifs, some of which rep-
resent nested feedback and feedforward architectures introduced by Marc and Liu 
(2000). These networks could not have been identified by statistical methods.  

Inhibitory decision networks are the essential components of sensory “trigger 
features,” such as motion. Similar decision processes have been implicated in rod-
cone interactions by psychophysical analyses (Stabell and Stabell 1998, 2002; 
Trezona 1970, 1973; Thomas and Buck 2006; Brill 1990; Frumkes and Eysteins-
son 1988; Goldberg et al. 1983; Lange et al. 1997; Buck 2004). Such interactions 
are surprisingly fast and often involve small spatial fields (Thomas and Buck 
2006; Buck et al. 1984; Buck 1997, 2004). Rods can also induce a variety of 
chromatic effects in cone pathways (Stabell and Stabell 1998). What are the path-
ways underlying these operations?  

Connectomics analysis of RC1 shows that at least eight unique suppression 
motifs exist between rod bipolar cells and cone bipolar cells (Marc et al. 2013), 
and that these are mediated by several different sets of amacrine cells (Fig. 10). 
Cone pathway suppression of rod pathways is mediated by five distinct motifs ini-
tiated in all cone bipolar cell classes. Rod bipolar cells receive inhibition by ON 
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cone bipolar cells via motifs C1 and C2; and inhibition by OFF cone bipolar cells 
via motifs C3, C4 and C5. Rod pathway suppression of cone pathways is mediated 
by three distinct motifs targeting all cone bipolar cell classes. ON cone bipolar 
cells receive powerful suppression via motifs R1 and R3, while motif R2 sup-
presses OFF cone bipolar cells. These motifs are consistent with a range of psy-
chophysical results and show that there is complete suppressive crossover between 
all cone bipolar cells and rod bipolar cells. This was not known prior to high-
resolution connectomics. 

Fig. Two of the eight rod-cone decision 
networks discovered in open-access 
connectome RC1. In motif C1, couple 
patches of ON cone bipolar cells (ON 
CBC) drive wide-field feedback / feed-
forward ON GABAergic amacrine cells 
(ON wf γAC) that inhibit rod BCs. In 
motif R5, rod BCs drive feedforward 
ON wf γACs that inhibit ON CBCs..  

 
 

While amacrine cell serial synapses have been described for over half a centu-
ry, their role has been completely unknown, even though they are the most com-
mon synapses in the inner plexiform layer (Marc and Liu 2000). Using limited se-
ries of TEM sections, Marc and Liu (2000), using limited series of TEM sections, 
showed that nested feedback was a dominant motif in the vertebrate inner plexi-
form layer, but could not identify all the partners. Using comprehensive connec-
tomics, it has now been possible to show that all cone bipolar cell feedback ama-
crine cells engaged in a variety of nested topologies. Indeed, there is no simple 
first-order feedback. There are a large number of possible nesting topologies and 
several have been documents. One example is multichannel nesting where a pure 
feedforward GABAergic interstitial amacrine cell collects signals from several 
classes of ON cone bipolar cells (IAC, cell 9769, Figure 11) and is both presynap-
tic and postsynaptic to a different wide-field GABAergic amacrine cell (wf AC, 
cell 24381, Figure 11)) that is itself part of a more different ON cone bipolar cell 
feedback network. This reciprocal relationship simultaneously creates both nested 
feedback to bipolar cells through the CBb > IAC >i fw AC >i CBb, and nested 
feedforward to target ganglion cells CBb > wf AC >i IAC >i GC. 

The advantage of nesting low gain inhibition (i.e. feedback networks inhibit-
ing themselves as well as their targets) is that it is the simplest form of network 
tuning possible. The concept is realized in many forms in modern electronics, such 
as nested transconductance amplifiers, where the depth, polarity and strength of 
nesting shapes the frequency response of the network (Xie et al. 1999). Marc and 
Liu (2000) described how such a network could improve the bandpass of bipolar 
cell output (Figure 12) by increasing both the system corner frequency and band-
width. Of course this is only a simple linear systems analysis, and in spiking net-
works, these attributes can be even more potent, forming into critical timing net-
works. 
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Fig. 11 Nested inhibition between different classes of amacrine cells. A. Wide-field GA-
BAergic feedback amacrine cell 24381 is postsynaptic to GABAergic feedforward interstitial 
amacrine cell 9769 (arrow) at slice z232 in retinal connectome RC1. B. Cell 24381 is presynaptic 
to cell 9769 (arrow) at slice z236. 

Fig. 12  The effect of nested inhibition on network properties as modeled by Marc and Liu 
(2000). The top row illustrates the topologies of networks among bipolar (B), amacrine (A) and 
ganglion cells (G) with no feedback, simple first-order feedback, or nested feedback. The bottom 
panels illustrate the frequency response properties (ordinate in db, decibels; abscissa in Hz, cy-
cles per second) of bipolar cell output under the three conditions. Simple feedback classically in-
creases the corner frequency from a simple rolloff (left) to a bandpass form (middle) at the ex-
pense of low frequency rolloff. Nested feedback attenuates the rolloff and essentially spreads the 
bandwidth (the best 3 db range) 2-3 fold.  

 3.4 New Structures 

Since the 1960s, ultrastructural analysis of brain and retina has depended on 
known morphologies: chemical synapses, gap junctions and adherens junctions. In 
analyzing connectome RC1, especially during complete neuronal mapping, new 
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contact architectures were discovered (Marc et al. 2013). Their full description is 
outside the scope of this review, but they are examples of the power of high-
resolution 3D mapping.  

Cistern contacts were first found between ON cone bipolar cell axons and 
amacrine cells (Anderson et al. 2011b; Lauritzen et al. 2012). They are character-
ized by post-cistern density that resembles a conventional postsynaptic density 
(PSD). The pre-cistern structure is smooth endoplasmic reticulum (SER) loop. 

 Rough endoplasmic reticulum (RER) contacts resemble cistern contacts and 
appear initiated by amacrine cells in most cases. Two or flattened SER cisterns on 
the pre-RER side are capped by a loop of RER, and the opposing processing dis-
plays a PSD similar to a conventional excitatory synapse. RER contacts can origi-
nate both in and far from neuronal somas, and we envision the contact using a sig-
naling peptide requiring local synthesis.  

Bipolar cell conventional (BCC) synapses are large synapses found in bipolar 
cells that resemble conventional brain glutamate synapses. First described in hu-
man retinas (Allen 1969), they have been completely ignored since. Normally, bi-
polar cells are defined as cells that use synaptic ribbon complexes for glutamate 
signaling. However cone bipolar cells (not rod bipolar cells) can also display syn-
apses without synaptic ribbons and target cells that use very large PSDs. Interest-
ingly, some BCC synapses target only specific cells (including directionally selec-
tive ganglion cells). We hypothesize that BCC synapses drive transient events 
while ribbon synapses drive sustained signaling.  

Keyholes are unusual and rare structures formed mostly by CBb3 ON bipolar 
cells and CBa2 OFF bipolar cells. Keyholes are loops formed by bipolar cell axon 
terminal tendrils recurving to contact the parent terminal with a gap junction. In 
the process they surround fine amacrine cell processes, some as as small as 30 nm. 
We do not know if keyholes are functional. If so, they may act as low-gain ephap-
tic signaling sites.  

Plaques are large, dense, osmiophilic cisterns formed at the plasmalemma by 
ganglion cells primarily in their somas or proximal dendrites, adjacent to Müller 
cells but not adjacent to any neurons. This is yet another structure that have not 
been previously described, yet is quite readily detected in the RC1 volume. We do 
not know the function of this organelle, its association with neurons known to use 
TRP-style channels is intriguing.  

 New Network Concepts: Sparseness and Joint Distributions 

Despite the very high density of connections in the retina, most occur largely 
as widely spaced singlets (very much like brain), especially in terms of amacrine 
cell inputs to ganglion cells. Understanding the relationships between neuronal 
sets requires knowing the full shape of the dendritic / axonal field and the pattern-
ing of synaptic inputs. The notion that one can summarize cell networks statisti-
cally is not supported by connectomics analysis of retinal connectivity. For exam-
ple, there has been debate about whether retinal AII amacrine cells have 
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significant outflow to retinal ganglion cells (Kolb and Famiglietti 1975; Strettoi et 
al. 1992). In with both analyses (1) the scales of sampling are too small and (2) the 
assumption that sampling will be uniform across cells is wrong. Sampling is a 
joint distribution JAB of the physical intersections between two arbors AXYZ and 
BXYZ in 3D space: JAB = AXYZ ∩ BXYZ. Individual cell classes differ widely in neu-
rite patterning (Reese 2008), so J will depend on the individual elements (Lau-
ritzen et al. 2012). The axonal ribbons of ON cone bipolar cells are a perfect ex-
ample. In a random instance of one ON bipolar cell class, the most likely outcome 
will be that no axonal ribbons will be observed. Does this not mean that axonal 
ribbons are some statistical fluke? Not at all. It means is that the distribution of 
targets that prefer ON bipolar cell input in the OFF sublayer is sparse, with a sur-
feit of axons but a deficit of targets. Importantly, every time a target encounters an 
ON bipolar cell axon, it does make a synapse. Thus the sampling by the target is 
perfect, but the statistics of the source appears variable. The latter is an illusion, 
the former is the result of joint distribution sampling. The same is true of the syn-
apses of AII amacrine cells onto the dendrites of ganglion cells in the OFF layer 
(Anderson et al. 2011b). Again, sources far outnumber targets. AII ACs have large 
Hausdorff dimensions (they are highly space filling) and form far more output 
neurites than are required to completely target all the ganglion cells dendrites in 
the OFF volume. However, OFF alpha ganglion cell dendrites traversing the OFF 
layer receive input from every AII amacrine cell they encounter, again with per-
fect efficiency. This means that the classical practice of measuring output percent-
ages from an afferent and computing synaptic variances has little meaning for 
network analysis.  

4 Future Directions 

 4.1 Faster Connectome Builds 

Completeness is a new objective in neuroanatomy. Deciphering the individual mo-
tifs of brain and retinal networks requires the discovery all cell classes, all contacts 
and contact patterns. Every network we have explored shows new, unexpected 
motifs (Anderson et al. 2011b; Lauritzen et al. 2012; Marc et al. 2012), this goal is 
strongly justified. But the practice of high-resolution connectomics is not easily 
expanded. Our current build of mouse retina based on 1400 serial sections and 
large scale (0.28 mm diameter) is taking roughly 12 months. To do comparative 
studies of wiring differences across individuals, strains, species, etc., we need 
faster connectome builds (3-fold or more), especially if we are to explore large-
scale neural reorganization in disease, development, and learning-memory transi-
tions. No current platform is adequate. The simplest solution is building more plat-
forms, of any type and running them continuously. ATEM systems have two ad-
vantages in that they can be repurposed from existing TEMs with appropriate 
software enhancements and all acquisition can be asynchronous. Unlike SBF SEM 
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or FIB SEM/STEM, a connectome acquisition on ATEM systems can be easily in-
terspersed with other projects. Thus, ATEM systems are superb for core ultra-
structural services. An ideal scheme for high-throughput connectomics would be a 
global build system (Fig. 13) that would require no new infrastructure. Existing ar-
rays of TEM can be coordinated to image sets of grids for multiple projects and all 
data can be moved to cloud storage for project specific aggregation and queuing to 
distributed data-centers for connectome builds and database instantiation. Im-
portantly, Viking is a web client with very low bandwidth demands, which means 
that annotation and analysis is fully open and distributed, and thousands of ana-
lysts can develop and refine connectomes simultaneously. We estimate that such a 
network of existing TEMs based on SerialEM acquisition, our new open source 
Nornir build system (available at GitHub), and Viking annotation, can accelerate 
connectome assembly and use by over 100-fold. In contrast, single system en-
hancements via faster cameras and more stable scanning stages may yield im-
provements 2-3x.  

4.2  Improved molecular markers 

We need expanded libraries of molecular markers that are intrinsically compatible 
with electron imaging. Small molecule markers are ideal for ultrastructural imag-
ing without compromising TEM contrast (Lauritzen et al. 2012; Marc et al. 2012; 
Jones et al. 2003; Marc and Liu 2000), but it is also important to exploit key mac-
romolecules in connectivity mapping to differentiate synaptic partners suchas in 
array tomography (Micheva et al. 2010; Micheva and Bruchez 2011; Micheva and 
Smith 2007). So far, it has not been possible to merge the power of array tomog-
raphy (which allows single-synapse molecular profiling) with electron imaging. 
There are two primary reasons for this. First, most antibodies against macromole-
cules were developed under conditions optimal for native or denatured protein de-
tection, e.g. in Western blots, but not for highly epitopes found after TEM fixa-
tion. When such antibodies are found, they are happy accidents, but no more. A 
major advance would be the development of designed TEM-compliant antibodies. 
The second reason for limited use of protein markers is expression level: cell-class 
specific variations in total protein and variations in distribution. While the total 
amount of protein such as connexin 36 may be low, virtually all of it is located in 
transmembrane rafts of protein with approximate center-to-center spacing of 10 
nm (Staehelin 1972), which corresponds to an effective concentration of 1-3 mM 
in epitope presentation. Another protein expressed at similar levels may be dis-
tributed uniformly throughout the cytoplasm of a cell with a mean nanomolar con-
centration: completely undetectable by conventional TEM immunocytochemistry.  
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Fig. 13 Massively scaling connectomics. Global collections of ATEM systems independently 
acquire large datasets for multiple projects. These are aggregated by cloud-based storage re-
sources into common project datasets and distributed to data centers charged with their builds. 
All build become globally available via Viking-like web tools for annotation and analysis. 

4.3  Neural Dynamics, Development and Disease 

A serious limitation of high-resolution connectomics is the inability to perform 
large scale statistical comparisons. While highly focused studies have enabled de-
tailed descriptions of small-scale plasticity changes in neural architecture driven 
by different conditions, (Bourne and Harris 2011; Fiala et al. 2002; Sorra and Har-
ris 2000), scaling up such efforts to analyze complete network variations in genet-
ic and disease models is beyond current architectures. Early connectomics studies 
may help define canonical fields more precisely and support statistical studies on 
smaller volumes. For example, in advanced retinal degenerations, key neurons 
such as bipolar cells lose their dendrites and rewire in the inner plexiform layer 
(Jones et al. 2003; Jones et al. 2011), but the scope of that rewiring remains un-
known. Rather than build an entire connectome containing over 100 rod bipolar 
cells (in 3-5 months), one could build and analyze 10 different connectomes of 10 
rod bipolar cells each in the same time.  But if one does not know the spatial do-
main of a target system, larger scale sampling will be critical and speeding up 
connectomics is a major objective. 

 Modeling 

What do we want to do with these complex network diagrams and lists of fea-
tures? Clearly one goal is to generate rich models that allow parametric explora-
tion of large scale systems (Hendrickson et al. 2012; Hay et al. 2011; Perin et al. 
2013). The connectomics community will be responsible be exporting structural 
and network data in appropriate modeling formats such as variants of NEURON 
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(Hines and Carnevale 2001) and NeuroML (Gleeson et al. 2010). We are currently 
developing such tools using Python scripting and open access in the GitHub repos-
itory. One challenge is to exploit full 3D cell descriptors and spatial distributions 
of connections for modeling cells as non-compact entities. At present, Viking-
based cellular elements are more richly defined than most modeling environments 
can accommodate, and modeling networks on multi-hop scales involving dozens 
of cells classes and thousands of copies demands advanced computational tools 
(Hendrickson et al. 2012) 
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